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Abstract
The deep structme of constraint satisfaction pmbkms explains the association of hard search instances with a phase
transition in problem solubility. This structu.re is also the
basis of a quantum search algorithm exhibiting the phase
trausition. In this paper, this algorithm is modified to incorporate additional problem structure. This modification
is an example of a general method for inchding heuristics
in quantum sea&
The new algorithm is evaluated empirically for random 3SAT, illustratbg how quantum searc
can benefit from using problem structure, on average.

Quantuzn computers
may offer dramatic performance
improvements [7-9, 13, 19, 241, especially in light of
recent progress in implementation [l, 4, 5, 12, 251 and
error correction [23] which is likely to produce quantum
computers with 10 bits or so in the next few years [5,f2].
Of most relevance to AI is the open question of whether
quantum computers can solve a22NP problems in polynomial time, although this currently seems unlikely. Even if
not, they still might rapidly solve most problems, which
are often much easier than worst case analyses suggest.
In fact, for a wide variety of search methods, hard instances are not only rare but also concentrated near phase
transitions in problem behavior 114, 181.
A recently proposed quantum algorithm also exhibits
the transition 1171. While effective for some classes of
random problems, it does not fully use the structure of
constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). This raises the
question of how an algorithm can include additional structure. This is an example of a more general question: is
there a systematic way to incorporate the knowledge used
in classical heuristics within quantum searches?
As an approach to addressing this question, this p
first reviews the deep structure of CSPs, previous quantum
search algorithms, and the CapabiLities of quantum computers. A new search algorithm using additional structure
is then presented, followed by an empirical evaluation using random 3SAT.. The dinal section describes how this
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used to

add heuristics to the algorithm.

states and a procedure f(s) that quickly checks whether
.
a grven state s is a solution. Constraint satisfaction
problems [21] are an important example. A CSP consists of n variables, ‘u1,...,~~~,andtherequirementtoassign a value to each variable to satisfy given constraints.
Searches examine various assig~~~tis, which give values
to some of the variables. Corf@ete assi
nts have a
value for every variable. Search states can also be viewed
as sets of assumptions, where an assumption is an assignment to a single variable, e.g., ~1 = 0. Sets of assumptions
that violate a constraint are nogoo& These include the
necessary nogoockr, in which some variables are assigned
multiple values [26]. The remaining sets are go&s, i.e.,
consistent. These sets, and their consistency relationships,
form the deep stiwcture of the CSP [26].

Classically, the necessary nogoods can be avoided completely by searching only among assignments. Unfortunately, no quantum procedure can incrementally produce
complete assignments from smaller ones with the variety of variable orderings needed for effective search 1171.
Thus incremental quantum algorithms must use the expanded search space containing necessary nogoods.
Two existing quantum algorithms repeatedly ahernate
testing states for consistency with a problem-independent
operation. The latter operation can be precomputed for aU
problems of a given size, and could be implemented in special purpose h
are. Both algorithms are probabilistic
and incomplete: they are likely to Gnd solutions if any exist, but cannot guarantee no solutions exist. As with classical searches, the number of consistency tests (or claecks)
required by the algorithm characterizes search cost, although the detailed cost of each step will vary somewhat
among different algorithms.
0ne of these algorithms, ignoring alI problem structure,
is likely to find one of S so
among N possibilities
in 0 (d%@
checks 12,
&lout using additional
structure,
fastest classical search is generate-and-test,

requiring Q( N/S) checks. Thus this quantum algorithm is
a substantial improvement, and is close to the best possrble
for unstructured quantum searches [2]. The search cost
for this quantum algorithm varies only with the number of
solutions, and thus, like generate-and-test, does not exhibit
the phase transition, i.e., the cost does not eventually
decrease as problems become more constrained.
ahe second algorithm 1171 uses the deep structure to
build solutions incrementally, but ignores the distinction
between necessary nogoods, which do not depend on the
particular problem instance, and the remaining nogoods,
which vary from one instance to another. Alternatively,
can be viewed as exploiting the consistency
s among sets of assumptions, while ignoring
the fact that assumptions themselves have additional structure in terms of variables and values in the CSP. Each trial
requires only O(log N) checks, but gives a low probability
to find a solution, thus requiring multiple trials. The number of trials required is difhcult to determine theoretically
since the use of problem structure introduces many dependencies among the steps. Instead, as with many classical
heuristic searches, the algorithm was evaluated empirically to show a substantial improvement OR average for
classes of random problems. The algorithm also exhibits
the phase transition, to date the only quantum method to do
is significant in demonstrating that a quantum alcan at least exploit structure in highly constrained
ems to reduce the search cost.

With n bits, we have a superposition of all 2” classical
states: xzil
$i 1si ) . The coefficients or a~Uu&s
$;
in this sum are complex numbers. At a higher level of
description, 3 I( 211= 1, v2 = 0)) + q I(?Jl = 1,212= 1))
arise during a
is an example of a superposition
from contexk
search. When the states Isi) are
the superposition can be represented simply as a vector of
the stat6?vector.
arnglitudes, ($1, $2, * - .),ded
The amplitudes have a physical interpretation: when the
computer’s state is measured [3], e.g., to determine a definite answer to a co

dilTicult conceptual
mechanics
l&C3
Quantum
questions [IO, 221, but the aspects relevant for computation are readily descrii
These are the rich set of
states available to a quantum computer and the operations
that mauipulate these states. These aspects are discussed
this section.
ii(ions
A classical computer can be desc
by a string of bits,
nding to a physical device in one of two
A machine with pr bits has N = 2n
s, mr@g from SO = 0.. .o to sN_1 =
1 . . . 1. In programs, the bits ate usually grouped into
FOP
higher level constructs, such as inte
example, a CSP search state might be
such
as
= 1, vz = 0).
computers use physical devices whose full
state can be controlled For example [S], an atom
qu
in its ground state could represent a bit set to 0,
cited state for 1. The atom can be switched between
6, e.g., with lasers of
S
atom can also be placed in a uniquely quantum mechanical stsperpotitio~~of these values, denoted as $0 IO)+$I 11).
The notation la) denotes the state of the computer spe6ifted by the description QI.

q{v1

they are reversible, i.e., the result has enough information

P(C lcliI%>>= c lcliIP(%)).
allows a machine with n bits to
with 2” different classical states.

cal machine would It also changes the superposition
$(v1 = 0)) + 91(v1 = 1)) to fl{Vl = 0, vug= 0)) +
= 1,212=

03).

Additional operations change the amplitudes of supers. One of these is the measurement process deabove. Others create and modify s
mearrty and the normalization condition
unitary linear operators [17], i.e., operating on xi y5iIsi)
PITXIUCXS a new superposition Cj $i Isj ) where the new
amplitudes are related to the old ones by a matrix multiplication $5 = xi Uji$i and the matrix U is unitary2.
For example, con
rasinglebitsettozero,
jO),with
1 -1
state vector (1,O).
eunitarymatrixU=
l
x11 (
>
converB
this to
(1,1)/j/%,
i.e., the superposition
g from 11) the matrix
). In either case, the probability

superposition of the two classical values, -& ( IO)+ Il)),
2A complex matrix U is unitary when Ut U = I, where Ut is the
t.ranqmse of U with all entries changed bo their complex conjugates.
F!xamples include pemutations, mtations ad multiplication by phases
(complex numbers whme magnitude equals one).
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operating with U gives 1l), which has no probability to
measure IO). The contributions to the Gnal amplitude
of IO) from the two states in the 0
exactly cancel each other,
ference. This capability fo
quantum computers from p
AQ
This section describes how a new alg
from the previous structure-based algorr
phcitly distinguishing necessary nogoods. For a CSB with
n variables, the algorithm consists of the following parts:
1. initiatize: create a superposition with equal amplitude in all goods of siae k
2. check and incmmmt: for i = k to n - 1
a adjust phases: multiply the amplitude of inconsistent sets by -1
b. change the superposition to consist of sets of
size i+ 1 using the matrix U, described below,
appropriate for the parameters n and i
3. tloeasute the Gnal superposition
In part 1, the value of k is somewhat arbitrary, provided
only that it is computationally feasible to find all goods
of size k. If k is held constant as n increases, the number
of sets of size k grows only polynomidy with n giving a
feasible initial state. 0ne choice is starting with the empty
set, i.e., k = 0. Another choice has k e-qua%to the size of
the smallest nogoods from the problem constraints. For
CSBs whose constraints each involve just a few variables
this is also a feasible initial state, and is the one used in
the experiments reported below.
In each step in part 2, the sets in the superposition become larger by adding one new assumption in all possible ways. Thus after the last step, all sets contain pr
assumptions. Finally, the measurement of part 3 produces
a solution with probability

6

with the sum over all solutions 16.On average, this alg*
rithm must be repeated 2’ = l/p times to get a solution.

0n this state we use the classical test procedure f(s) that
returns 0 or 1 according to whether the set s is consistent or
not, respectively. A reversible way to use this procedure
is z ---) x XOR f(s), where X013 is the exclusive-m
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nts
ration gives Is, z = f( .9)). We now operate
matrix on the single bit representing the
0
while alI other aspects of the state

1 if and only if exactly one of its

-1 > 9

(i.e.9 the set s) are unchanged. This operation, which can
be done rapidly [24], multiplies a state with a: = 1 by

net result of these operations is to change the sign of the
amplitude if the set is inconsistent.
and simultaneously on
Thus the amplitudes

that maps sets of size i to those of size i + 1. Thus it
suffimsto explicitly
only the part of the matrix
involving these setss,
er than all sets of the lattice.
The remainder of the matrix is unspecified except for the
requirement that it is unitary. This is always possible to
achieve provided the portion of the
of sixe s’has cohuuns that are mu
p i.e., U+U = I.
Motivated by breadth-fkst c
choice would be to map each
superset assignments, giving no
a matrix is not unitzq.
Conmatrix V closes

mon, i.e., ITtl s I. This matrix treats all nogoods quaUy,
thus mapping considerable amplitude to the necessary nogoods. To reduce this difhculty, define a new matrix U
whose elements depend on three properties of the sets:

for U allows the
no duplicates) and
cates). Among such matrices U is selected to maximize
the value of U,, for the case when s c r and there are
ables in
ct to the uniu+u =
the previous
%e double use of j(8) can be avoided bgr a more complex initial
cboioe for n [2].
Vhese values are available on-line [17j.

maximize the amplitude
nts rather than nece
s constramed opthization
for
solved numerically using

contributed

to
0,212= l), respectively.

iq from Gd
the matrix elements used in the results prese
e matrix U grows exponentially 1
ents and distinct
the number of distinct values for the
equations for the unitarity coxlitions grows only polynomially with i and n. Thus hdhg
values for the elements
r of variU involves only a p
be solved off-line once for
es and equations, and
reover, the simple structure
CSBs of a given size.
of U, where the matrix elements depend only on a few
cha.mcteristics of the sets, allows a recursive procedure to
t generalevaluate its product with state vectors as a
ization of the recursive evaluation of the
V [IQ.

Consider a CSP with two variables ~1 and 7~2~each with
two values, 0 and 1, and the single constraint that 211# 1.
se we startwith the state IS), the empty set with no
s
assigned variables.
estepfori=Qmapsthistoallsets
of size one, giving the state vector (1, 1, 1,1)/2 with the
sets considered in lexicographic order:

i

=

1, 1,l)

superposition

1 step first adjusts phases to give
since (WI = 1) is the only nogood.
is then mapped to the sets of size 2:

It~l=o,~l=l)),lt

u~=O,VZ=O}),~{u~=O,u2=1)),

l}),l{%!=o,~2=l})
I{~1=lr~Z =0}),~{u~=1,u~=
The first and last states are necessary
3ti are the solutions. This
structure descrii
above,

in common with 8.
ate variable and
a new value v for the matrk

S

tions for real val
El S 2x2 + 2y2 + u2 + ?I2 - 1 = 0
E2r2uv+x2+2xy+y2=0

(3

E3 - u2 + u2 + 4xy = 0
The first equation norndizes each c0hm.m
and the remaining two make the columns

matriq
orthog-

ents with one variable to those wi
setting to zero its derivatives
x, y, u, v and the Lagrange

2, and to l/2 hm

with respec
multipliers

random

antly concentrate

selection

amplitude

among

complete

into the soWions.

(3

mogoods, while
requires a matrix
of the form

26212121
x
U=

2
Y
Y
v

Y
Y
x
x
v

x
Y
x
Y
u

Y
35
Y
22
u

(41

AI’ problems with c c!au
cting c different nogoods

only red vahms for the
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Fig. 1. Average of T = l/p vs. c/n with n = 5 (solid) aad 10
(dashed). For each 3SAT mstance, p was given by E!q. 1.
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7

8

9

10

Fig. 2. Probability to find a solution, p, on a log scale, vs. n.
The curves comspond to Merent c n ratios: 0 (solid), 2
(dashed)94(gtay)~Wz=~,~.

I

discarding those problems with no solution as determined
by classical backrack
Hard problems are concentrated
near the transition [6] at c = 4.2n. The results reported
here are averages over 1000 soluble instances for each
value of c and n. The figures also include error bars,
showing the standard deviation in the average, which in
most cases are smaller than the size of the pkted points.
Fig. 1 shows the new algorithm exhibits the phase transition The algorithm is particularly good for underconstrained problems, in spite of the necessary nogoods. E.g.,
a SAT problem with n = 10 has 2n = 1024 complete
assignments but (“,“) = 184756 sets of size IO. At the
extreme, for (trivial) problems with no constraints (c = 0),
P = 1 so the new algorithm completely avoids the necessary nogoods in this case. By contrast, the original algorithm that fails to distinguish necessary nogoods from
other sets [17] has p somewhat less than one for c = 0.
This improvement also applies to underconstrained problems with c > 0. For highly constrained problems, the
necessary nogoods are relatively less important compared
to the nogoods from the problem constraints, resulting in
less benefit from the modified mapping and in some cases
slightly lower performance. Thus the degree of constraint
could help select among search methods, as is the case for
classical methods [l 1, 151.
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The new algorithm’s average scaling behavior for random 3SAT is shown in Fig. 2. This is a substantial improvement over random selection, in spite of the expanded
search space. However, the small problem sixes possible
with classical simulation prevent a definitive determination
of whether the scaling, especially for the underconstrained
problems, is polynomial rather than exponential.
Comparing the. values of T with JP/ZT for these
problems with various values of c/n shows the new algorithm is more effective than the unstructuted search
algorithm [13] when the latter ignores the structure of assumptions and operates in the full search space, i.e., using
N = (“,“). For example, with n = 10 and c/n = 4,
T = 53.3 and S = 5.4 so dm
= 185. At c/n = 9,
T=
55.6 and dm
= 410. The unstructured algorithm can easily be restricted to use complete assignments
only, with N = 2”. In this latter case, T is larger than
dm,
which is 14 and 31 for c/n = 4 and c/n = 9,
respectively. From either perspective, the new algorithm
is relatively better for highly constrained problems. With
additional constraints the number of solutions in a soluble
problem declines to S = 1, after which the unstructured
algorithm’s cost does not change while the new method’s
cost decreases. The unstructured algorithm using complete assignments is already near the lowest possible cost
for unstructured methods [2], while the new algti
incorporate additional structure. Currently, the cost of the
best classical method scales as 2n/1g*5at the transition [6],
which is better than these quantum searches. Hence if the
scaling seen here for small problems continues for larger
cases, quantum searches must use additional structure if
they are to improve on classical methods.

Quantum searches can use problem structure and exhibit
phase transitions. Although
s requires a larger search
space, structured searches incrementally concentrate amplitude toward the solutions, resulting in much better performance than random selection in the smaller space [17].
While it is less clear how they cornpat& with the best pos-

sible unstructured quantum search [2], structured methods
have the advantage of decreasing cost for highly constrained problems. The modification introduced in this
paper partially ameliorates the expanded search space, especially for underconst
problems. This modikation
is readily applied to reduce the amplitude mapped to necessary nogoods in other UPS, such as graph coloring [ 161,
with matrices appropriate for variables that have more than
two values. An open question is whether other modifications would be more suitable for highly constrained
problems. ‘Ibis could lead to new matrices appropriate
for problems with Werent degrees of constraint. If so, a
problem’s constminedness could be used to select the most

appropriate mapping, providing another example of how
problem parameters can be used to improve search [ll].
The exponentially slow classical siumlations limit the
empirical evaluation of quantum search, highlighting the
need for a theoretical analysis of the structured quantum methods. Nevertheless, considering only theomtitally simple algorimms (such as the unstructured search)
is likely to miss many more effective possrbilities. In particular, the work reported here suggests a general way to
add heuristics to a quantum algorithm. If the heuristic apific instances (i.e., requires testing states for
plies to
the natural place to apply it is in the phase
consiste
adjustment I;oaion of the algorithm. In5ormation applicable more generally (e.g., domain knowledge that one value
is more likely than another to lead to a solution) could be
used in the problem-independent mapping to emphasize
contributions to states more likely to lead to solutions. If
closest unitary
mapping is not unitary,
shple structure could
sed instead, as
shown for the modification introduced in this paper. Even
if this is not successful in the worst case, it may be so
on average for some diEcult real-world problems. These
general strategies for constructing specialized search methods will be increasingly important as quantum computers
move from theoretical constructs to actual devices.
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